
    

 

  

Although there are several other big, music festivals held in the world 

this weekend, we officially begin the festival Summer with Orange 

Warsaw Festival, which concentrates the top, pop artists of recent 

years in one place! We can proudly announce that the opening of the 

season was very successful! 

  
  

 

Florence & The Machine, Sam Smith, Dua Lipa. It was one of the strongest line-ups in orange 
Warsaw Festival history. Smith visited Poland for the first time, Florence Welch with her band, 
is preparing for the new album premiere and Dua Lipa at the top of her popularity – as she 
became the first soloist in this decade to have a single remaining on the top of British music 
chart for 7 consecutive weeks! She celebrated her success after the concert, but for her fans, 
the performance itself was a pure celebration of music, women’s power and gender equality! 
  
Atmosphere of tolerance lasted much longer, as it reached Sam Smith’s concert, who fights 
any intolerance with his identity. With no doubts his popularity only helps in that fight, which 
was proven by his fans. They knew his entire repertoire from both albums as well as the 
singles recorded with Disclosure. 
  
Florence + The Machine, Saturday’s headliner interested gigantic crowds of people, and for 80 
minutes they have moved the audience with their greatest hits. We were not missing novelties 
– 3 songs from the upcoming album – including world’s premiere of the song “Patricia”. Flo’s 
most devoted fans claim that she has never before spent so much time among her audience as 
during her concert in Warsaw. 
  
Quebonafide was one step away from jumping into the crowd. Yes, Quebonafide, the 
unannounced guest at Taco Hemingway’s concert, performed with Taco for five songs 
recorded by them both as Taconafide. It’s possible that in the close future Dua Lipa and Taco 
Hemingway will be the headliners of the biggest, Polish festivals. 
  
Saturday’s night at Orange Warsaw Festival has its own rules, but also a logical consequence. 
This year Axwell ^ Ingrosso, provided the audience with fun with their spectacular set, playing 
for the dancing crowd. When it comes to the jumping on the scene, Tyler The Creator, used all 

http://links.alterart.pl/c/itA/Rj/PP8xrV31pIJprw0OJ4yHSQ/K/Idc/F/f9ced968


his unusual, cumulated energy to his fans entertainment. 
  
We want to thank our titular sponsor for a great event! Another year in a row festival goers had 
the opportunity to use free transportation at the festival area. It was only possible thanks to a 
model cooperation with the City of Warsaw. Thank you that many of you chose to come by bike 
to the festival. The weather was on our side, it was safe, joyfully and colourfully. See you next 
year! Thank you! 
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